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of the multiple edge blinders is, of course, to eliminate these high lobes.
To achieve grating lobe suppression at 11 GHz necessitates the use of many edges. To clear the ~ ( 4~, a , B , ) in Fig of the thud observation in the design procedure, this is not particularly desirable. As a compromise, the angular combination 8, = 3.3" (for a reasonable size blinder) and 6 = 19" (to reduce the intensity of the major lobe) was chosen. Using the parameters N = 17, L = 19 in., 8, = 3.3", a = 14.5", and 6 = 19", the radiation patterns were theoretically predicted by GTD. These patterns are presented in Fig. 7 . While prior experience has indicated that measured near-in sidelobes will be higher than theoretically predicted, there is a favorable disparity between GTD and measurements for grating and off-axis major lobes. The blinder was therefore built and tested. Fig. 7 shows measured performance of the 17-edge blinder along with the respective GTD predictions. Note that experimentally observed major and grating lobes were lower than their predicted levels. Comparing these figures with Fig. 6 shows that in each case the 90" sidelobe has been suppressed, and a general reduction in wide-angle sidelobes has been achieved. With the 17-edge blinders attached, this small fiber glass horn reflector provides excellent wide-angle azimuthal plane sidelobe suppression.
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INTRODUCTION
The ability to analyze Cassegrain antennas with laterally defocused feeds is necessary to predict the R F characteristics of a) Cassegrain monopulse antennas and b) Cassegrain antennas with feed systems which are unintentionally misaligned by unwanted mechanical or thermal forces. Lateral feed displacement destroys axial symmetry and makes the straightforward four-dimensional integral approaches prohibitively time-consuming [l]. The geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD) [2], which adapts easily to the symmetric Cassegrain antenna [3], can also be applied to the nonsymmetrical problem, although the analysis is significantly complicated by the oblique incidence of the rays at the subreflector edge.
APPLICATION OF GTD TO THE LATERALLY DEFOCUSED SUBREFLECTOR
The geometry of the nonsymmetrically fed hyperboloid is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The total field may be calculated by combining the specular (GO) ray (if one exists) with the edge contributions. The field of the specular ray is easily computed [4] once the specular point has been determined. This determination may be accomplished using a two-dimensional successive bisection method to solve Fermat's Law [ 5 ] .
To calculate the diffracted field in a specified direction of the distant field point it is necessary to determine which points on the circular edge can be possible diffraction points. Molinet and Saltiel [6] have considered the problem in connection with the circular rim of a cylindrical satellite illuminated by an arbitrarily positioned point source and have found that there are a maximum of four possible diffraction points around the rim for a general direction of the distant field point.
Pontoppidan [7] has considered the special case of a circular edge and coplanar source point, field point, and reflector axis, for which there may be either two or four points of edge diffraction. However, for a general position of the field point, there is no simple criterion by which the number of points may be determined, and it becomes necessary to solve the problem numerically.
The two components of the far-zone field diffracted from a point Q on the circular edge are related to the incident field components by [2]:
. ~i k~x q s i n B p~~~Q p + s~s i n 8 p s i n Q p + (~Q + 2~)~~~B p )
where xQ,YQ,zQ are the coordinates of Q and 0, and dP are the polar coordinates of the distant point P. The phase reference point is taken to be the hyperboloid's internal focus (z = -2c).
(The factor e-jkR/R has been suppressed.) The soft and hard diffraction coefficients, 0, and Dh, are defined in detail in where, for a point source, p,i is the distance from the source point to Q, A, is the unit vector normal to the edge at Q and directed away from the center of curvature, and Si and id are unit vectors in the directions of incidence and diffraction, respectively.
A is the radius of the edge, and Bo' is the angle between the incident ray and f, the unit tangent to the edge at Q. The caustic distance is negative if the caustic lies between Q and P.
The ordinary edge diffracted rays become unrealistically large in caustic or multicaustic directions. In such directions it is necessary to use equivalent electric and magnetic line sources placed along the edge to represent the fact that field contributions from many or all points on the edge are arriving at P in phase synchronism or near synchronism. These currents are given by
where E+ and H+ are the incident field components tangent to the edge, and p is the impedance of free space. The Kouyoumjian group has evaluated the axial caustic fields of a focused paraboloid using these edge currents [8] . In the symmetric case it is possible to integrate the edge currents analytically and express the ring current field in terms of Bessel functions 191. James and Kerdemelidis used the edge currents for the off-axis fields of a paraboloid [lo] . In the present paper dealing with the laterally defocused hyperboloid, the edge currents have been used in caustic and multicaustic regions, The integrations are evaluated numerically, because the diffraction coefficients change as the integration variable varies along the edge of the reflector.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS Fig. 2 shows the geometry of the experimental setup with an 11.7-wavelength-diameter hyperboloid illuminated by a IO-GHz corrugated conical horn. A photograph of the setup is shown in Fig. 3. (Regrettably, this setup was somewhat sensitive to extraneous reflections from the supporting structure.) The hyperboloid's internal focus was placed on the axis of rotation of the antenna range. Amplitude and phase measurements were carried out both in the symmetric case and with the feed horn laterally displaced. Typical measured results are shown in Fig.  4 (a) (amplitude) and 4(b) (phase) where they are compared with calculated fields based on GTD and edge currents (where necessary). As described in [9] , the feed horn will block some GO rays and create an additional edge-diffracted ray in the planeof-scan, diffracted from the horn edge on the field-point-side of the axis. Furthermore, near the axial caustic it is necessary to use edge currents from those portions of the horn and reflector rims which are "visible" from the field point. These effects have been included in the calculated results, which generally agree to within a fraction of a dB and 5-10 electrical degrees of phase.
Such accuracies are generally considered sufficient for Cassegrain , calculations.
FIELD CALCULATIONS FOR A LATERALLY DEFOCUSED CASEGRAIN
As discussed in the introduction, normal PO calculations become prohibitively time consuming for a laterally defocused Cassegrain antenna, because it is necessary to carry out a twodimensional integration over both reflectors. An alternative, is the use of a laterally defocused "equivalent paraboloid" [ 11 1. A more accurate alternative, however, is the calculation of the subreflector field using GTD formulas and the use of this easily calculated field as the paraboloid illumination. With the exception of the first field point, this GTD calculation will require the same computer time as the equivalent paraboloid, while providing presumably the "true" illumination function.
Fig . 5 shows the scanned main beam and first sidelobes of a laterally defocused Cassegrain antenna (see figure for geometrical parameters) computed using both GTD and the equivalentparaboloid techniques for the hyperboloid fields and PO integration for the resulting paraboloid fields. Although the general features are substantially the same, the fields based on the GTD are generally 1-2 dB lower, because the proper paraboloid edge illumination taper has automatically been incIuded in the calculation.
CONCLUSIONS
The geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD) has been used to analyze nonsymmetrically fed Cassegrain subreflectors. In caustic and multicaustic regions the scattered field has been calculated using equivalent electric and magnetic edge currents. The blocking effect of the horn has been accounted for by introducing an extra ray diffracted from the edge of the horn. In caustic regions, the edge currents have been used in connection with the leading edge of the feed horn. The calculations have been compared to measured amplitude and phase data. From these comparisons it can be concluded that GTD gives excellent results except in caustic regions where edge-current corrections can be used. (The remaining small discrepancies might be due either to experimental uncertainties or to the fact that the edgecurrent technique is not rigorous.) These GTD fields then provide accurate rapidly calculated illumination functions for the main paraboloidal reflector in laterally defocused Cassegrain antennas. , little has been published about the far-out sidelobe levels of the Cassegrain. We will not examine one specific design which may or may not fit some "optimum" design, but rather establish general computational procedures to obtain the far-out sidelobe structure of Cassegrain antenna systems.
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The analysis given follows the physical diffraction mechanisms involved and uses the geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD) to evaluate the fields associated with these diffractions. The edge diffracted fields of an infinite wedge may be associated with the incident field and with the field reflected from the surface. When the diffracting edge is the boundary of a curved surface, the incident field in the region where it is nonvanishing is not perturbed, but the reflected field in the region where it is nonvanishing is modified by the presence of the curved surface. Thus, the diffracted field component associated with this reflection is also altered. This change is accounted for by replacing the source (or caustic) by a virtual source (or caustic) which is the apparent source of the reflected field. This represents one of the basic modifications of the edge diffraction process introduced by Kouyoumjian and Pathak [15] , [16] .
The radiation pattern analysis of the Cassegrain is divided into two parts, the aperture integration for observation points near the main beam, and GTD for the sidelobe and backlobe region. The geometry of the antenna, shown in Fig. 1 is the most common Cassegrain design, namely a paraboloidal main reflector (focal length = F,, diameter = D,) and a hyperboloidal subreflector (focal length = FH, diameter = DH). One focus of the hyperboloid coincides with the focus of the paraboloid (located at z = FJ. The feed antenna, located at the other focus of the hyperboloid (at z = F, -2FH), is assumed to have an axially symmetric pattern given by (1) where I 3 is the polar angle, s the range, and m is chosen to provide the desired amplitude taper over the subreflector. The feed polarization is assumed to be such that the electric field is always parallel to the xz plane. This feed pattern is used in determining the aperture fields used in the aperture integration and also in determining the spillover fields. This pattern function with a -50 dB backlobe level is realistic for a feed antenna such as a corrugated horn. However any feed antenna pattern may be substituted for that given here and the remaining steps are unchanged.
MAIN BEAM FIELDS
The portion of the pattern in the vicinity of the main beam is found by conventional aperture integration techniques. The aperture blockage due to the subreflector is treated by assuming an aperture distribution obtained from the negative value of the incident field after reflection by the parabolic surface taken over the shadow region of the hyperboloidal subreflector. These two sets of fields obtained by the aperture integrations include
